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Abstract

In microscopy image cell segmentation, it is common to train a deep neural network on source data, containing different types of microscopy images, and then fine-tune it using a support set comprising a few randomly selected and annotated training target images. In this paper, we argue that the random selection of unlabelled training target images to be annotated and included in the support set may not enable an effective fine-tuning process, so we propose a new approach to optimise this image selection process. Our approach involves a new scoring function to find informative unlabelled target images. In particular, we propose to measure the consistency in the model predictions on target images against specific data augmentations. However, we observe that the model trained with source datasets does not reliably evaluate consistency on target images. To alleviate this problem, we propose novel self-supervised pretext tasks to compute the scores of unlabelled target images. Finally, the top few images with the least consistency scores are added to the support set for oracle (i.e., expert) annotation and later used to fine-tune the model to the target images. In our evaluations that involve the segmentation of five different types of cell images, we demonstrate promising results on several target test sets compared to the random selection approach as well as other selection approaches, such as Shannon’s entropy and Monte-Carlo dropout.

1. Introduction

Microscopy image cell segmentation is one of the main fields in the area of medical image with the focus of studying the morphological properties of biological cells, i.e. geometrical shape and size along with other tasks such as cell detection [43], segmentation [5] and counting [1, 10]. Over the past years, research efforts have been devoted to automate microscopy image cell analysis, initially, with the support of classical image processing algorithms [42]. Subsequently, deep neural networks (DNNs), specifically, encoder-decoder architectures have dramatically evolved to become the state-of-the-art automation approach in several microscopy image cell tasks, including microscopy image cell segmentation [5].

Earlier studies employed DNNs to learn a fully supervised cell segmentation model, which required the collection and pixel-level labelling of a large amount of microscopy image data to enable a robust training [41]. Recently, a more practical study [9] showed a cell-segmentation method that can be trained with a support set containing a few annotated microscopy training images, this method is known as few-shot microscopy image cell segmentation. In this setup, a deep neural network model is trained using source data, containing training images from various types of cell segmentation problems. Afterwards, the trained model is fine-tuned to the target images with cells of interest, using a support set containing few randomly selected and annotated microscopy images. Even though effective, random image selection can be improved since the informativeness of the support set may be low, which may result in a poor fine-tuning process that also leads to a low-accuracy performance in the unseen testing target images.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to optimise the selection of samples to annotate and include in the support set, so that it contains highly informative training samples that help improve the classification accuracy of the fine-tuned model, compared with random selection. In return, we offer a more efficient use of expert’s time for annota-
Our selection approach relies on a scoring function to select the support set from the unlabelled target set by evaluating the consistency in the predictions of the segmentation model. In particular, our scoring function calculates the pixel-wise cross-entropy loss between the segmentation model prediction using an image from the target set and the predictions of its augmented versions. However, we notice that the segmentation model trained using only the source data does not produce a reliable scoring function for the images belonging to the target set. Therefore, we propose to fine-tune the segmentation model to the unlabelled target set using novel pretext tasks. Specifically, we propose to learn cell segmentation in images belonging to the target set using pseudo-binary segmentation labels, which we generate using classical image processing segmentation operations. The fine-tuned model, obtained from this pseudo-segmentation learning, is used to calculate the cross-entropy scores of the target images. Then, the top few images with the least consistency scores are added to the support set for oracle (i.e., expert) annotation and later used to fine-tune the model to the target images. At last, we evaluate the fine-tuned model on the testing target images. We summarise our contribution as follows 1) We propose a novel pretext task of cell segmentation learning to fine-tune the segmentation model which we use afterwards for selecting samples to be annotated in a few-shot learning problem 2) We present a new scoring function for support set selection from the unlabelled target data that measures the performance consistency for the pretext tasks as a function of specific data augmentations 3) In our experiments we show promising results on five target sets involving different types of cell images compared to the random selection approach, in addition to other selection approaches, namely, Shannon’s entropy and Monte-Carlo dropout. Our code and models are made publicly available. ¹

2. Related Work

2.1. Cell Segmentation

Early automatic microscopy cell segmentation methods have been developed with the aid of classical image processing and computer vision algorithms [11, 24, 40]. More recently, deep neural network architectures ranging from fully convolutional networks (FCN) to self-attention based have significantly evolved to become the state-of-the-art automation approach for several cell analysis tasks like nuclei segmentation [29], mitosis detection in histology images [6] and cardiac segmentation in MRI images [16]. Among FCN architectures, U-Net [36], was firstly developed for the task of neuronal structure segmentation in electron microscopy, but nowadays, it is applied in several types of medical image analysis problems. Another type of FCN architecture is the fully convolutional regression network (FCRN) [41], designed for cell counting and segmentation in microscopy images. In our work, we rely on FCRN architecture for automating microscopy cell segmentation.

¹https://github.com/Yussef93/KnowWhatToLabel/
2.2. Few-Shot Segmentation

The availability of large annotated training sets enables a robust fully supervised training of models, but many real-world problems only contain small training sets, reducing the viability of supervised-learning. These problems are known as few-shot learning. To that end, several approaches have been developed to enable the learning of a generic model that can be adapted to different tasks using a limited amount of annotated training data [12, 31]. Only few studies exist on the problem of few-shot medical image segmentation [28, 33]. Among them is few-shot microscopy image cell segmentation [9] and organ segmentation [26], where a model is trained using source datasets and then fine-tuned to the target images using a support set containing a handful of randomly selected and annotated images. Nevertheless, the randomly selected images in the support set may not be informative for the fine-tuning process, which can result in poor training and low segmentation accuracy in the target microscopy testing images. Therefore, we argue that the selection of images to be included in the support set must be optimised, in terms of their information content, to achieve a better fine-tuning process that can result in a good cell segmentation performance in target microscopy testing images.

2.3. Self-Supervised Learning in Medical Image Analysis

Learning prior representations from the unlabelled data, i.e. self-supervision, has proven to be an effective approach when fine-tuned on subsequent target tasks such as classification and segmentation. Numerous approaches have been developed for learning prior representations in deep neural networks, e.g., contrastive learning [4], jigSaw puzzles [32], rotation prediction [18] and image reconstruction [2]. A wide variety of generic self-supervised tasks have been adapted to various medical image analysis applications, like jigSaw and rotation prediction for 3D computed tomography (CT) scans [39], contrastive learning for spinal MRI [21] and context restoration [3] for CT and ultrasound scan analysis. However, other studies have proposed target specific pretext tasks [8], for instance, superpixels prediction for abdominal CT-scans [33]. In our work, we follow a similar path as in [33], where we propose a new target specific pretext task. More specifically, we use conventional image segmentation operations to extract binary segmentation pseudo-labels for the microscopy images in the target dataset. Afterwards, we fine-tune our generic segmentation model using the pseudo-labelled target dataset to obtain a good prior representation for the target data, which we leverage to design our scoring function.

2.4. Support Set Selection Approaches

The selection of data samples has been thoroughly studied under different learning paradigms, but more noticeably in active learning [37]. Most studies rely on scoring functions for selecting images to be annotated from a pool of unlabelled images, where data samples fulfilling the selection criterion are annotated and appended to the labelled set under the constraint of a limited annotation budget. Then, deep neural networks are trained on a target learning task at hand, e.g. classification or segmentation, using this labelled set. Several scoring functions have been proposed over the past years, such as Shannon’s entropy [38], variation ratio [13], and Monte-Carlo (MC) dropout [14]. Leveraging these scoring functions for the problem of data sample selection has been well studied for natural image classification [15] and semantic segmentation [19]. Nevertheless, it has been under explored for the problem of support set selection for few-shot microscopy image cell segmentation. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to discuss a solution to this problem based on a new automatic selection mechanism to construct the support set of target microscopy image dataset that leverages consistency loss with respect to data augmentation as our scoring function. Our approach outperforms other selection functions, such as random, Shannon’s entropy and MC-dropout approaches.

3. Method

In this section, we start by the problem definition followed by our support set selection method which consists of three steps. First, we propose our new self-supervised pretext task using the target dataset. Next, we utilise this self-supervised trained model together with our scoring function to select the images to include and annotate in the support set. Finally, we fine-tune the self-supervised trained model using the support set and then evaluate on the testing target images.

3.1. Problem Definition

Assume a collection of microscopy image datasets \( \mathcal{S} = \{ \mathcal{S}_i \}_{i=1}^{\mathcal{S}} \). Each dataset is denoted by \( \mathcal{S}_i = \{(x,y)_i\}_{i=1}^{\mathcal{S}_i} \), where \((x,y)_i\) is a pair of microscopy image \( x \in \mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^{H\times W} \) (\(H\times W\) is the image size) and pixel-level binary cell segmentation ground-truth \( y \in \mathcal{Y} \subset \{0,1\}^{H\times W} \).

All datasets in \( \mathcal{S} \) are referred to as the sources. Note that each dataset represents a different microscopy image domain with different image appearance and cell segmentation task. We rely on the source datasets to learn a generic binary cell segmentation function \( f_\theta: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \{0,1\}^{H\times W} \) approximated by a deep neural network with parameters \( \theta \in \Theta \).

We also have the target dataset \( \mathcal{T} = \{(x)_j\}_{j=1}^{\mathcal{T}} \), which contains images belonging to a different microscopy domain and a different cell segmentation task. Our main ob-
objective is to train a model to segment cells in microscopy images from the target set using a support set containing annotated images denoted by $\mathcal{T}^{(B)}$. The model is trained under the constraint of a limited annotation budget $|B|$, i.e. few-shot training. Towards our objective, we consider a pool of unlabelled training images $\mathcal{T}^{(pool)} = \{(x)_n\}_{n=1}^{\lvert \mathcal{T}^{(pool)} \rvert}$, where $\mathcal{T}^{(B)} \subset \mathcal{T}^{(pool)} \subset \mathcal{T}$, with the target testing set formed by $\mathcal{T} = \mathcal{T} \setminus \mathcal{T}^{(pool)}$. The samples in the support set are selected based on the pixel-wise binary cross entropy (BCE) scoring function $s: \mathcal{X} \times \Theta \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ for assessing images in $\mathcal{T}^{(pool)}$. In summary, only the images $x \in \mathcal{T}^{(pool)}$ that maximise the scoring function $s(.)$ are inserted into $\mathcal{T}^{(B)}$ to be labelled by an oracle until the annotation budget is exhausted. Next we present our pretext task followed by our selection approach to construct $\mathcal{T}^{(B)}$.

### 3.2. Support Set Selection

As previously mentioned, we assume that images belonging to the target testing set come from a different microscopy image domain and cell segmentation task, as the ones present in the source training set. Under this assumption, we argue that it is ineffective to use the source training set alone to train the segmentation model $f_\theta(.)$ to be used in the scoring function $s(.)$. Alternatively, we seek to adapt the entire model, i.e. the encoder and decoder, to the task of cell segmentation learning using a pseudo-labelled from the target data. In order to achieve this, we propose to employ classical computer vision operators to extract binary cell segmentation pseudo-labels for all the images in the target testing set. Specifically, we exploit image thresholding, global contrast enhancement using histogram equalisation [35], and dilation [20] filters to create a pseudo-labelled target dataset $\mathcal{T}^{(PL)} = \{(x, y^{(PL)})\}_{i=1}^{\lvert \mathcal{T}^{(PL)} \rvert}$, where $y^{(PL)} \in \mathcal{Y}$ is the corresponding pseudo-label of microscopy image $x_j$. Note that we use all images of the target data $\mathcal{T}$ to create $\mathcal{T}^{(PL)}$. To acquire $y^{(PL)}$, first, an input image $x$ (from $\mathcal{T}^{(PL)}$) is passed through a histogram equalisation filter to get $x^{(e)}$. Afterwards, we use a threshold filter $t_{\text{thresh}}(x^{(e)}(\omega))$ defined as:

$$
 x^{(\gamma)} = t_{\text{thresh}}(x^{(e)}(\omega)) = \begin{cases} 1, & x^{(e)}(\omega) \leq \gamma, \forall \omega \in \Omega, \\ 0, & x^{(e)}(\omega) > \gamma, \forall \omega \in \Omega, \end{cases}
$$

(1)

where $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}$ is a threshold that approximately represents the pixel value of the cell of interest in the target data, and $\omega \in \Omega$ is a pixel address in the image lattice of size $H \times W$. At last, we apply a dilation filter of size $2 \times 2$ on the thresholded image $x^{(\gamma)}$ to get the pseudo-label $y^{(PL)}$.

Our training process starts with a meta-learning process that minimises the average BCE loss on the source training sets, where the loss for each training set $\mathcal{S}_t \in \mathcal{S}$ is defined as:

$$
 \mathcal{L}_{\text{BCE}}(\theta, S_t) = -\frac{1}{|S_t|} \sum_{(x, y) \in S_t} \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} w(\omega) y(\omega) \log(\hat{y}(\omega)) + (1 - y(\omega)) \log(1 - \hat{y}(\omega)),
$$

(2)

where $\hat{y}(\omega)$ denotes the prediction of the segmentation model (represented by $\hat{y} = f_\theta(x)$) at spatial position $\omega$, and $w(\omega)$ is a weighting factor defined by the ratio of foreground to background classes in the dataset. After this initial training with (2), we fine-tune the parameters $\theta$ of our generic model $f_\theta(.)$ by minimising $\mathcal{L}_{\text{BCE}}(\theta, \mathcal{T}^{(PL)})$. By using $\mathcal{L}_{\text{BCE}}(\theta, \mathcal{T}^{(PL)})$, we seek to adapt the parameters of the generic model using the following optimisation:

$$
 \theta^t = \arg \min_\theta [\mathcal{L}_{\text{BCE}}(\theta, \mathcal{T}^{(PL)})].
$$

(3)

Once the model is trained on pseudo-segmentation learning, we fix its learned parameters $\theta^t$ and start our selection process. In Algorithm 1, we describe our complete support set selection approach. To begin with, each microscopy image $x_m \in \mathcal{T}^{(pool)}$, $m \in \{1, 2, \ldots, |\mathcal{T}^{(pool)}|\}$ is augmented three times, each time with a different augmentation operation of magnitude $\psi$, namely, auto-contrast $C(x)$, brightness $B(x, \psi)$ and sharpness $S(x, \psi)$. We show in our experiments that these specific augmentations are suitable to our selection method for the microscopy image domain. Then, we calculate the BCE score for every microscopy image $x$ in $\mathcal{T}^{(pool)}$ between the prediction of the augmented images,
i.e. \( \hat{y}_A = f_\theta(A(x)), A(.) \in \{C(x), B(x, \psi), S(x, \psi)\} \) and the prediction of the non-augmented image \( \hat{y} = f_\theta(x) \), as follows:

\[
s(x, \theta') = -\sum_{A(.) \in \{C(x), B(x, \psi), S(x, \psi)\}} \frac{1}{H \times W} \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} [w(\omega) \hat{y}(\omega) \log(\hat{y}_A(\omega)) + (1 - \hat{y}(\omega)) \log(1 - \hat{y}_A(\omega))].
\]

The last step of the algorithm consists of forming the support set \( \mathcal{T}(^{|B|}) \) using the following optimisation:

\[
\mathcal{T}(^{|B|}) = \arg\max_{\mathcal{T}(^{|B|}) \subset \mathcal{T}(^{pool})} \sum_{x \in \mathcal{T}(^{|B|})} s(x, \theta')
\]

\[
s.t. |\mathcal{T}(^{|B|})| = |B|,
\]

where \( |B| \) is the size of the support set.

### 3.3. Support Set Fine-tuning

After selecting the support set images, we request an oracle (i.e., human expert) to manually annotate them. Next, we adapt \( f_\theta(x) \) using \( \mathcal{T}(^{|B|}) \subset \mathcal{T}(^{pool}) \) and the binary cross entropy loss \( \mathcal{L}_{BCE}(\theta', \mathcal{T}(^{|B|})) \), as in:

\[
\theta^* = \arg\min_{\theta'} [\mathcal{L}_{BCE}(\theta', \mathcal{T}(^{|B|}))].
\]

We evaluate the fine-tuned model with \( f_{\theta^*}(x) \) on the target test set \( \mathcal{T} = \mathcal{T} \setminus \mathcal{T}(^{pool}) \).

**Algorithm 1:** Dynamic Support Set Selection based on Data Augmentation

1. Input: Segmentation model \( f_\theta(x) \) trained using \( \mathcal{L}_{BCE}(\theta, \mathcal{S}) \) from (2), pseudo-labelled target dataset \( \mathcal{T}(^{PL}) = \{(x, y^{(PL)}_j)\}_{j=1}^{|\mathcal{T}|} \), unlabelled target training set \( \mathcal{T}(^{pool}) \), and annotation budget \( |B| \)
2. Estimate \( \theta' \) from (3) using \( \mathcal{T}(^{PL}) \)
3. for \( m = 1, 2, \ldots, |\mathcal{T}(^{pool})| \) do
4. Augment \( x_m \in \mathcal{T}(^{pool}) \) with auto-contrast \( C(x_m) \), brightness \( B(x_m, \psi) \) and sharpness \( S(x_m, \psi) \)
5. Get prediction \( \hat{y}_m = f_{\theta'}(x_m) \)
6. Get predictions \( \hat{y}_C,m = f_{\theta'}(C(x_m)), \hat{y}_B,m = f_{\theta'}(B(x_m, \psi)), \hat{y}_S,m = f_{\theta'}(S(x_m, \psi)) \)
7. Calculate score \( s(x_m, \theta') \) from (4)
8. end for
9. Select \( \mathcal{T}(^{|B|}) \) from (5) using \( \{s(x_m, \theta')\}_{m=1}^{|\mathcal{T}(^{pool})|} \)
10. Estimate \( \theta^* \) from (6) using \( \mathcal{T}(^{|B|}) \)
11. Output: \( f_{\theta^*}(.) \) to be tested on \( \hat{T} = \mathcal{T} \setminus \mathcal{T}(^{pool}) \).

### 4. Experiments

In our experiments, we use the same microscopy image cell segmentation benchmark of [9], which consists of five microscopy image datasets. More specifically, we have B5 and B39 datasets from the Broad Bioimage Benchmark Collection (BBBC) [23]. The former contains 1200 fluorescent synthetic stain cells images, while the latter contains 200 fluorescent synthetic stain cells. We also have Serial Section Transmission Electron Microscopy (ssTEM) [17] and Electron Microscopy (EM) [25] datasets, containing 165 and 20 electron microscopy images, respectively, of mitochondria cells. The final dataset is Triple Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC) that consists of 50 histology images of breast biopsy [30]. We compare our scoring function against Shannon's entropy, MC-dropout, and random selection. Furthermore, we define our evaluation protocol since, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address support set selection problem.

#### 4.1. Implementation Details

We employ the FCRN architecture [41] as our cell segmentation backbone model. First, we train the segmentation model \( f_\theta(x) \) using the source datasets. However, instead of training the segmentation model from scratch, we exploit the readily trained model using a gradient-based meta-learning reptile algorithm provided by [9].

**Pseudo-label segmentation** We generate pseudo-labels using all target images as described in Sec. 3.2, where the threshold value \( \gamma \) is heuristically defined per target dataset by visually inspecting the pixel values of cells of interest and setting the threshold value accordingly. Also, we augment \( \mathcal{T}(^{PL}) \) by extracting image patches of size \( 256 \times 256 \) from every microscopy image and its corresponding pseudo-label. We initialise the segmentation model with the parameter \( \theta \) learned using source data, and train it for 100 epochs using \( \mathcal{T}(^{PL}) \) and Adam optimiser [22] with learning rate 0.0001 and weight decay 0.0005.

**Support set selection** We experiment with support set sizes \( |B| \in \{1, 3, 5, 7, 10\} \) shots. For this stage, we noticed a better performance when selecting image patches instead of full resolution images. Every image in \( \mathcal{T}(^{pool}) \) is then cropped to patches of size \( 256 \times 256 \) pixels. The number of patches per image depends on the size of the original image, the crop step size, and the crop window size. We report the number of image patches per image in Table 4.1. Accordingly, we replace the support sizes mentioned earlier with the corresponding number of image patches per full resolution image times the number of shots. During the selection stage, we fix the trained model parameters \( \theta' \). For Shannon’s entropy score, we do one forward pass for each image.
patch and calculate the prediction uncertainty using Shannon’s entropy formula [38]. As for the MC-dropout scoring approach, we observed that adding a dropout layer before the last convolutional layer yields the best results. Accordingly, we set the dropout probability to 0.5. We make ten forward passes for each image patch, average out the output probability distribution and then we calculate Shannon’s entropy [14]. Note that we only use MC-dropout during the selection stage, i.e., we do not train or fine-tune using MC-dropout following [27]. For the random baseline, we randomly select image patches from \( T^{\text{pool}} \), where each image has an equal probability of selection. In our approach, we rely on auto-contrast, brightness, and sharpness augmentations provided in [7]. Moreover, we empirically set the magnitude of the distortion i.e. \( \psi \) of brightness and sharpness augmentations to 1.3 \(^2\) for targets TNBC, EM, ssTEM and B39. As for B5, we increase the distortion magnitude to 1.6, otherwise, the added distortion would be insufficient and hence, the BCE loss values would be insignificant. The selection criterion is the same for Shannon’s entropy, MC-dropout, and our approach, i.e., images that correspond to the top \(|B|\) loss scores are inserted into the support set.

**Fine-tuning** We fine-tune the segmentation model \( f_{\theta'}(x) \) using the resulting support set and Adam optimiser with learning rate 0.0001 and weight decay 0.0005 for 20 epochs. At last, we test the model using \( \tilde{T} \). Note that we use the test images in full resolution.

### 4.2. Evaluation Protocol

Throughout our experiments, we rely on the mean intersection over union (mIoU) for quantifying the segmentation performance. We follow the same protocol as [9] by conducting leave-one-dataset-out-cross-validation to split the microscopy datasets to source and target sets. In particular, we select four datasets as sources and treat the remaining dataset as target. The target set is randomly split to \( T^{\text{pool}} \) and \( T \). We repeat the random split ten times and report the mean and standard deviation of the mIoU over ten runs.

### 4.3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a comparison of mIoU results averaged over all target datasets, where we observe a consistently better performance using our scoring function. Additionally, we report the numerical results of TNBC, EM and ssTEM in Tab. 2. Visual results are shown in Fig. 1. For all support set sizes, we notice that our selection approach (Ours) performs better than the random selection baseline at target cell segmentation tasks of complex microscopy domain involving different structural membranes other than the cell of interest, namely, histology (TNBC) and electron microscopy (ssTEM and EM). As for B5 and B39 (see supplementary material) we notice a high performance for both our approach and random selection, since both datasets come from a less complex microscopy domain consisting of synthetic cells and background only. As for MC-dropout and entropy approaches, we observe that our scoring function yields an overall better and more consistent performance in all target datasets. In very few cases, due to increasing support set size entropy and MC-dropout perform slightly better. We highlight the significance of our approach using Wilcoxon test (See Tab. 1 in supplementary material). Next, we conduct a series of ablation studies to analyse our approach under different configurations in Sec. 4.4.

### 4.4. Ablation Study

**Support set size.** We examine the effect of limiting the support set size to only 100 image patches per target image. This only impacts the target datasets ssTEM and EM, while the results of the TNBC, B5 and B39 datasets remain unchanged. As reported in Fig. 5, we observe a significant performance drop in all selection approaches due to a smaller support set size in the fine-tuning process. On
Table 2. mIoU results for the target testing sets of TNBC, EM, ssTEM. Best results are highlighted.

| Method          | 1-shot (|B| = 100) | 3-shot (|B| = 300) | 5-shot (|B| = 500) | 7-shot (|B| = 700) | 10-shot (|B| = 1000) |
|-----------------|------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|----------------|
| Entropy         | 40.8% ± 3.9 | 44.1% ± 3.1 | 43.8% ± 4.7 | 45.6% ± 5.4 | 46.7% ± 5.8    |
| MC-dropout      | 40.8% ± 4.0 | 43.9% ± 3.1 | 43.7% ± 4.7 | 45.4% ± 5.4 | 46.8% ± 5.8    |
| Random          | 37.0% ± 9.4 | 44.7% ± 4.7 | 42.1% ± 2.3 | 45.7% ± 4.7 | 46.8% ± 4.8    |
| Ours            | 47.1% ± 3.5 | 47.8% ± 5.8 | 47.7% ± 5.0 | 48.0% ± 5.2 | 49.2% ± 4.9    |

| Method          | 1-shot (|B| = 400) | 3-shot (|B| = 1200) | 5-shot (|B| = 2000) | 7-shot (|B| = 2800) | 10-shot (|B| = 4000) |
|-----------------|------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|----------------|
| Entropy         | 61.0% ± 2.9 | 67.1% ± 2.7 | 68.6% ± 2.3 | 70.1% ± 1.9 | 72.9% ± 1.6    |
| MC-dropout      | 61.7% ± 2.6 | 63.4% ± 2.4 | 66.1% ± 2.1 | 68.0% ± 1.8 | 70.0% ± 2.4    |
| Random          | 58.9% ± 5.0 | 65.2% ± 2.9 | 68.6% ± 3.4 | 71.2% ± 2.9 | 72.2% ± 3.2    |
| Ours            | 62.0% ± 3.2 | 69.8% ± 2.7 | 70.6% ± 3.3 | 73.1% ± 2.9 | 73.7% ± 3.2    |

| Method          | 1-shot (|B| = 500) | 3-shot (|B| = 1500) | 5-shot (|B| = 2500) | 7-shot (|B| = 3200) | 10-shot (|B| = 5000) |
|-----------------|------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|----------------|
| Entropy         | 49.5% ± 3.6 | 62.6% ± 2.6 | 65.4% ± 3.7 | 67.7% ± 2.7 | 68.6% ± 3.6    |
| MC-dropout      | 49.3% ± 3.0 | 62.2% ± 3.1 | 64.6% ± 3.5 | 67.9% ± 3.6 | 68.2% ± 4.5    |
| Random          | 47.0% ± 4.8 | 60.6% ± 4.0 | 63.1% ± 2.8 | 66.4% ± 4.1 | 67.1% ± 4.1    |
| Ours            | 51.3% ± 3.2 | 63.3% ± 3.2 | 64.2% ± 3.2 | 67.3% ± 2.9 | 68.7% ± 2.6    |

Figure 5. Impact of limiting |B| on the mIoU results for the target dataset (a) ssTEM and (b) EM.

Figure 6. Effect of the (a) pseudo-label segmentation learning (b) data augmentation on mIoU results averaged over target datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudo-label Generation</th>
<th>1-shot</th>
<th>3-shot</th>
<th>5-shot</th>
<th>7-shot</th>
<th>10-shot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>54.4% ± 2.7</td>
<td>63.1% ± 2.8</td>
<td>65.8% ± 3.0</td>
<td>69.5% ± 2.4</td>
<td>71.7% ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equalisation+Threshold+Dilation</td>
<td>56.7% ± 3.2</td>
<td>66.6% ± 3.0</td>
<td>67.4% ± 3.2</td>
<td>70.2% ± 2.9</td>
<td>71.2% ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Effect on mIoU results for using different pseudo-cell segmentation tasks averaged over two target datasets i.e. ssTEM and EM.
the other hand, our selection mechanism is still robust and yields better performance. This implies that our proposed scoring function remains more accurate compared to random, entropy and MC-dropout. We also report the results of using 200, 300, and 400 images per target image for dataset ssTEM in Fig. 4 which highlights the significant increase in performance as more image patches are extracted.

### Pseudo-label cell segmentation learning and fine-tuning.

We claimed that the segmentation model \( f_0(x) \) trained using source data only is not robust enough for scoring the target image predictions, which is the main motivation for the pretext task of pseudo-label cell segmentation learning. To support our claim, we conduct an experiment where we show the poorer performance of \( f_0(x) \) in comparison to the pseudo-label segmentation model \( f_{\beta}(x) \). The mIoU results in Fig. 6 averaged over TNBC, EM and ssTEM target data sets show that our pretext task generally improves the performance due to better scoring and selection of support set. Numerical results for each target data set could be viewed in supplementary material. Moreover, we motivate the importance of support set fine-tuning by evaluating the pseudo-label segmentation model on the target test sets. The results in Table 4 clearly show that relying on pseudo-label segmentation learning alone is insufficient for targets TNBC, EM, and ssTEM, so it is necessary to perform support set fine-tuning with expert annotation of these target microscopy images. However, B5 and B39 yield fairly accurate results since their microscopy domain comprises only cells of interest and background, therefore, our pseudo-label segmentation pipeline results in a useful pseudo-labels that are close to expert level annotation. Finally, we study a different technique to generate the pseudo-labels (\( y^{(PL)} \)) for the task of pseudo-label cell segmentation learning. Namely, we use \( K \)-means [34] to cluster the pixels of each unlabelled target image to foreground and background classes i.e. binary segmentation map, hence, \( K = 2 \). The study is conducted using target datasets EM and ssTEM. It can be noticed that the cells of interest (mitochondria) for both target datasets attain dark pixel values relative to other cells/membranes in the same image (see Fig. 1 a), therefore, pixels belonging to cluster center of darker pixel value are assigned to the foreground class while the pixels belonging to cluster center of brighter pixel value are treated as background. We report the results in Table 3. We clearly notice a better performance using the model fine-tuned on the pseudo-labels generated using the proposed pipeline in Sec. 3.2 compared to the ones generated using \( K \)-means. However, the results also show that the support set selection algorithm is robust to the underlying \( K \)-means generation technique and it can still perform well using both models fine-tuned to pseudo-labels of both techniques.

### Data augmentation

Data augmentation may impact the consistency in the model predictions due to data distribution shifts. However, task specific augmentations may introduce a noticeable inconsistent predictions compared to random augmentations. In this work, we claim that pixel-level augmentations are more meaningful for the scoring function calculation than affine transformations. To this end, we compare our chosen augmentations with affine transformations, comprising image rotation (by 30°) and translation along the positive x (30% of H) and y axes (30% of W). We report our averaged mIoU results over TNBC, EM and ssTEM target data sets in Fig. 6 b. Clearly, the proposed augmentations of contrast, brightness and sharpness have a positive impact in the BCE calculation, providing a better support set selection. Numerical results are listed in supplementary material.

## 5. Conclusion

We presented an approach to optimise support set selection for an effective fine-tuning process, hence, a better performance in few-shot microscopy image cell segmentation. Throughout our experiments, we demonstrated that by relying on our novel pretext task of pseudo-label cell segmentation learning and our scoring function, consistent and overall better results are achieved outperforming Shannon’s entropy, MC-dropout and more importantly, random selection. Moreover, a series of ablation studies highlighted the important factors of our approach, which are the support set size, the impact of pseudo-label segmentation learning on support set selection, fine-tuning, and the effect of data augmentation on the selection process. Our work can be extended by combining other selection techniques such as diversity-based selection. Also, we plan to combine semi-supervised learning with support set fine-tuning.
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